I. Introduction

The U.S. Supreme Court’s 5-3 long-anticipated ruling in *Murr v. Wisconsin*, expected to resolve the “larger parcel” or “denominator” issue in regulatory takings cases, has instead created a test that neither property owners, lawyers, nor government officials can understand or rely on.

The majority opinion, authored by Justice Anthony Kennedy, addressed a long-standing question in regulatory takings law: when a claimant who owns more than a single parcel alleges a regulation works a taking of one of them, how much of the claimant’s total holdings will the economic impact of the regulation measured against? The question in *Murr* arose as a choice between which regulatory takings rule would apply in the case, the categorical “deprivation of economically beneficial use” rule from *Lucas*, or the *ad hoc* *Penn Central* balancing test. This threshold question governed the outcome because the narrower the Murrs’ property interest was defined by the courts, the more likely it would be they would be able to prove the regulation was a taking. In other words, how would the “property” which was claimed to have been taken defined?

The majority answered that question by generating a non-exclusive list of factors which lower courts must consider: the “treatment of the land” under state law, the “physical characteristics” of the properties (which includes the parcels’ topography and “the surrounding human and ecological environment”), and “the value of the property under the challenged regulation.” With this ruling, the Court settled the issue of what test applies, but it also left many more questions for the future. As one of the lawyers in the case predicted, this standard represents “*Penn Central* squared,” referencing the Court’s difficult-to-apply three factor test for a regulatory taking.
though *Penn Central* is the applicable standard in most regulatory takings cases to determine whether, “in all justice and fairness,” the regulation of property is so extensive it is the *de facto* equivalent of an exercise of eminent domain and should be compensated, it is also a test that is infamously unclear.\(^8\) The *Murr* majority’s multifactor test will is likely to be viewed similarly.

As a practical matter, as in *Murr*, property owners often may purchase additional parcels to protect privacy or otherwise add to a small landholding, and, in addition, for a variety of personal reasons such as estate planning, may choose to acquire or transfer ownership of such parcels separately or as a merged lot. As illustrated by *Murr*, these decisions could have unforeseen consequences, including potential state law implications, for small property owners for whom regulations work a hardship.

II. Facts

The four Murr siblings own two adjacent parcels along Wisconsin’s St. Croix River. One lot (Lot “E”) was not developed, and the family had a small vacation cabin on the other (Lot “F”). The Murrs’ parents originally owned the lots, purchasing them at different times and titling them separately.\(^9\) They purchased Lot F in 1960, built the cabin, and the following year transferred title to the family’s plumbing company.\(^10\) Two years later, they purchased the adjacent Lot E, which they held in their own names. They never developed Lot E. In 1994 the plumbing company transferred title to Lot F to the four Murr children, and a year later the Murr parents transferred title to Lot E to the same four children. Eventually, the siblings wanted to move the cabin on Lot F to a different site; they wanted to sell Lot E to fund the move.\(^11\)

Although both parcels are larger than one acre, due to a steep bluff, each has less than one acre of developable land.\(^12\) At the time of the purchases, neither was subject to restrictive development regulations, nor was there any indication that the parents could not have sold the lots to an unrelated third party.

A decade later, Congress designated the St. Croix River for federal protection under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.\(^13\) This required Wisconsin to create a management plan, and in 1976, the state environmental agency adopted rules “to ensure the continued eligibility of the Lower St. Croix River for inclusion in the national wild and scenic rivers system[.].”\(^14\) These rules would “reduce the adverse effects of overcrowding and poorly planned shoreline and bluff area development . . . maintain property values, and . . . preserve and maintain the exceptional scenic, cultural and natural characteristics of the water and related land[.].”\(^15\)

The Murrs’ two parcels were classified as “rural residential,” which meant that they were limited to one single-family home on each,\(^16\) provided the parcel had more than “one acre of net project area.”\(^18\) Neither parcel quali-
fied because of its topography: while they were both more than one acre, their actual buildable area was less, due to the bluff. The regulations also prohibited the transfer of substandard parcels to an unrelated buyer. The regulations contain a limited exception to the development ban for substandard “lots of record” which were “in the records of the deeds office” in 1976 when the regulations were adopted. To qualify for this exception, however, the parcels could not be owned by the same owners.

For 20 years, the parcels presumably qualified for this exemption, because they remained separately titled. But in 1994, as part of the Murr parents’ estate plan, their plumbing company conveyed Lot F to their four children. The following year, the parents conveyed Lot E to the children. This, according to the Murr majority’s parenthetical mention, was the operative event which effectively “merged” Lots E and F into one, because the four Murr siblings consequently held title to both parcels, and thus were no longer exempt from the development and transfer restrictions in Wisconsin’s regulations:

(There are certain ambiguities in the record concerning whether the lots had merged earlier, but the parties and the courts below appear to have assumed the merger occurred upon transfer to the petitioners.)

Nothing, however, changed in the designation of the lots of record in the deeds office, and the parcels retained their separate legal identities.

A decade later, the Murr siblings wanted to move the cabin to a different spot on Lot F. They thought they could sell the undeveloped parcel, Lot E, to fund the cabin move and renovation. The state’s regulations, however, prohibited the sale of the substandard parcel to an unrelated buyer. The Murrs sought a variance from the St. Croix County agency with the power to relieve them from hardship, which would have allowed them to sell Lot E. The agency, as well as the reviewing state courts, denied the variance. Thus, neither Lot E nor Lot F could be separately developed or sold by the Murr siblings, except in combination with the other parcel.

The Murrs instituted a complaint in Wisconsin state court seeking the payment of compensation, asserting a regulatory taking of Lot E, the parcel which they were prohibited from selling to an unrelated buyer. They argued that after the denial of the variance, Lot E was regulated to near worthlessness, because standing alone it has little value to them. They could not build on it, except in combination with the other parcel. Not only could the Murrs not use their second parcel unless combined with the other, they could not sell to someone who could.

III. State Court

The Wisconsin trial court agreed with the government. Appraisal testimony valued Lot E in its separately-regulated state at $40,000 (assuming it could be sold, which it could not), a nearly 90% loss of value of the parcel’s worth of $398,000 as a separate developable lot. There was no market for the property since it could not be sold, meaning value in its regulated state was zero. Lot F as a single improved lot was worth $373,000, and the two parcels treated as a single lot under the regulations $771,000. The court concluded that the regulations had not impacted the use and value of the two parcels so severely as to be considered a taking, when the two parcels were considered as merged into one.

The Wisconsin Court of Appeals affirmed, similarly concluding that the regulations were not a taking of Lot E, because the Murrs also owned Lot F. When measured against their use of the two parcels combined, the court concluded their loss of use of the single parcel—otherwise a Lucas taking if standing alone—was merely a diminution in value of the
combination, and not a wipeout. The Wisconsin Supreme Court denied discretionary review.

IV. U.S. Supreme Court

Two of the parties (the Murrs and the State of Wisconsin) urged the U.S. Supreme Court to adopt clearly-defined rules because the case added to the inconsistencies among lower courts in how to determine the “denominator” in these cases. Wisconsin advocated for a categorical rule in which state law defined property. It argued that lot and parcel lines, and separate title, mean little in takings cases, because state law defines property, and states are, in effect, free to redefine it. Fee simple metes-and-bounds are not determinative, because Wisconsin property law (on which the Murrs relied to define their property rights) also included the regulations which require combining substandard, adjacently-owned parcels. People don’t own property parcel-by-parcel Wisconsin argued, but more like a Monopoly game in which an owner collects up different deeds, and what really matters is all of its holdings considered together; separately-titled lots need to have a “legal link” (wholly defined by the government), which is the key to defining property.

The Murrs argued for a more flexible standard (but still mainly categorical), which starts with a presumption that a parcel’s metes-and-bounds lines define their property, and which places the burden on the government to show that the owner used separately-titled parcels as a single integrated economic unit. Contrasting the certainty that each of these parties urged, the County argued for a “factors” test to determine what constitutes property. During oral arguments, Justice Kennedy chided both the Murrs’ and Wisconsin’s counsel for advocating for a categorical rule, which he viewed as “wooden,” and none of the resulting opinions advocated for a bright-line rule.

In an opinion authored by Justice Kennedy, the five-Justice majority held that the Murrs’ “property” was both parcels, considered together. The majority first acknowledged that for over 100 years, the Court has “refrained from elaborating this principle through definitive rules.” Building on this, Justice Kennedy identified three main factors (some of which contain subfactors, because this list is not exhaustive) for courts to examine.

First, the “treatment of land . . . under local and state law.” This looks at the actual metes-and-bounds of the legal parcel, but the purpose is to discern the owner’s reasonable expectations about whether she owns one parcel or more. To make this determination, however, a judge will not look at the owner’s actual use of one parcel together with another, but at how much she knew or should have known about “background customs and the whole of our legal tradition.” The opinion acknowledged the rule in Palazzolo that acquiring property subject to restrictive regulations does not eliminate a potential takings claim, but also noted that a “reasonable restriction that predates a landowner’s acquisition, however, can be one of the factors that most landowners would reasonably consider in forming fair expectations about their property.”

Second, the “physical characteristics” of the property:

These include the physical relationship of any distinguishable tracts, the parcel’s topography, and the surrounding human and ecological environment. In particular, it may be relevant that the property is located in an area that is subject to, or likely to become subject to, environmental or other regulations.

Finally, judges will need to “assess the value of the property under the challenged regulation, with special attention to the effect of the burdened land on the value of other holdings.”

Applying these factors, the majority concluded the “state law” element cut against the
Murrs. Although “substantial weight” should be given to how the land “is bounded or divided, under state law,”40 the majority paid no attention to the lot lines, and concluded that Wisconsin’s regulations, which considered the two lots as one, are what shaped the Murrs’ property rights; the Murrs voluntarily put the lots under common ownership after the regulations were adopted.41 They knew about the regulations, but in 1994 transferred the property anyway.42 The amalgamated two-parcel denominator meant no Lucas taking.43

Chief Justice Roberts, joined by Justices Alito and Thomas, dissented. But they were not so much bothered by the outcome or the fact that the majority avoided bright-line rules, but the majority’s specific factors.44 They would have adhered to the “traditional approach” of defining constitutional property by looking at state law, and state law alone.45

I think the answer is far more straightforward: State laws define the boundaries of distinct units of land, and those boundaries should, in all but the most exceptional circumstances, determine the parcel at issue.46

This provides certainty, a bright-line between what is mine and what is yours,47 and would prevent “strategic unbundling” of property sticks in order to perfect a Lucas takings claim.48 The dissent also chided the majority for bootstrapping the question of whether the regulation is reasonable into the threshold question of property, arguing “these issues should be considered when deciding if a regulation constitutes a ‘taking,’ and not “crammed in” the preliminary “property” determination.49 Property becomes a matter of regulatory bundling case-by-case, rather than applying predictable principles, and gives the government two opportunities to trip up the property owner.50 Property owners will most often lose in the calculus of their abstract rights when weighed against a “concrete regulatory problem.”51 The dissent would have sent the case back to the Wisconsin courts for a determination of the denominator by applying “ordinary principles of Wisconsin property law.”52

V. Analysis

A. REGULATORY TAKINGS: LUCAS OR PENN CENTRAL?

The regulatory takings doctrine is premised on the notion that exercises of government power other than the power of eminent domain have such a drastic effect on private property that they can considered to be the functional equivalent of an affirmative exercise of the condemnation power.53 The regulatory takings doctrine is not a limitation on government’s power to regulate for the public good, but merely forces a realistic evaluation of the actual cost of regulation. The principle driving the analysis is whether it is fair to require a property owner to shoulder the entire economic burden of publicly-worthy regulations: “We are in danger of forgetting that a strong public desire to improve the public condition is not enough to warrant achieving the desire by a shorter cut than the constitutional way of paying for the change.”54

In Lingle v. Chevron U.S.A. Inc.,55 the Court reaffirmed that most regulatory takings cases are analyzed by applying a multi-factored balancing test originating in the Court’s earlier opinion in Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City of New York.56 To determine whether a regulation works is taking and requires compensation, the factfinder looks at the economic impact of the regulation (the loss in property value resulting from the regulation), the property owner’s “distinct investment-backed expectations,” and the “character of the government action.”57 The Penn Central factors do not stop at the label attached to the exercise of power, but focus on the impact of the regulation on the owner. The Takings Clause is designed “to bar Government from forcing some people alone to bear public burdens
which, in all fairness and justice, should be borne by the public as a whole,” and this applies regardless of the power the government exercises.\(^5\)

No one factor of *Penn Central* is dispositive, and courts continue to struggle with how to apply them in practice. Property owner success under *Penn Central* is very rare, and thus it is a very regulation-friendly standard.\(^5\)

*Lingle*, however, also affirmed the Court’s earlier ruling in *Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council*,\(^6\) that certain cases where a regulation can be shown to deprive the owner of “all economically beneficial use[s]” of property are analyzed without examining any of the other *Penn Central* factors.\(^7\) In *Lucas*, the Court concluded that a near-total restriction on an owner’s economically beneficial use of property is the same thing as condemning it. Thus, it isn’t necessary to look at their expectations or the nature of the government action or the reasons for it. Property owners obviously have a much better chance of success in regulatory takings cases if they can have their claim considered under *Lucas’* categorical rule.

Most courts approach takings cases by tracking the text of the Fifth Amendment. First, by requiring the claimant to plead and prove that she owns “private property,”\(^8\) after which the finder of fact determines whether the property was “taken,” either by applying *Penn Central* or *Lucas*.\(^9\) If it was, the factfinder also determines what compensation is “just.”\(^10\)

The Murrs naturally wanted to employ the *Lucas* standard with its greater probability of success. The right to use to use property, and the right to sell are fundamental sticks in the bundle of rights which make up our concept of private property, and the economic impact of Wisconsin’s regulations on Lot E, viewed alone, was devastating: the Murr siblings could not sell it to an unrelated buyer at market value, and they could not develop it separately. Standing alone, it was, from their perspective, reduced to a nominal value, and no separate use. Thus, their claim identified the “property” which they alleged was taken as the vacant parcel, and the Murrs asserted the regulations deprived them of all economically beneficial use of Lot E.

The government’s goal, by contrast, was to have the court apply the *Penn Central* test. If the factfinder were required to consider the economic impact of the regulations on both parcels as a whole (and not separately), the government’s chance of prevailing were much higher. The county and state argued that both of the Murr parcels constituted the “property” against which the effects of the regulation should be measured. To be sure, the Murrs could not use the vacant parcel separately, nor could they sell it, but they could use it in conjunction with the parcel on which the cabin was located, and indeed, it may have even added value to that parcel. In sum, to the government, the whole was greater than the sum of its parts.

Thus, the key battle in the case therefore wasn’t “was property taken,” but rather “what property?”\(^11\) Was it Lot E alone, or Lots E and F considered together?\(^12\) In short, the issue to be resolved was whether on the merits, the court would apply the *Lucas per se* test—a claim the Murrs were very likely to win—or the *Penn Central ad hoc* takings test which is heavily slanted in favor of the government. Answering that question one way or the other would, most likely, resolve the dispute on the merits.

**B. REASONABLE EXPECTATIONS OR REASONABLE REGULATIONS?**

The majority’s multifactor, case-specific approach will not be much help to property owners and regulators trying to predict whether expectations about property will be deemed to be reasonable enough that a regulation will
work a taking, or won’t. Property owners cannot predict whether their expectations will be deemed to be reasonable by a court. Legislators and officials tasked with implementing regulations are no better off, because they cannot undertake the calculus the Takings Clause is supposed to have them ask themselves (this is a worthy regulation, but can we afford to apply it here because it impacts property too severely?).

Instead of focusing on the owner and her expectations and actual use of the parcels, the majority shifted the focus to the reasonableness of the regulation, by looking at factors such as the “human and ecological environment.” This does not only include existing regulations, but means that owners will be charged with anticipating possible future regulations, especially if the parcels are located in areas presenting “unique concerns” or “fragile land systems.” The majority faulted the Murrs for not realizing that merger provisions are common in zoning laws—and therefore, in the Court’s view, reasonable—in land use regulations.

Thus, Wisconsin’s regulations were, in the Justices’ view, reasonable. Underlying the majority’s opinion was the majority’s belief that regulation of the Murrs’ property is a good thing. But the reasonableness of a regulation is not supposed to be part of the takings calculus, especially after the unanimous Court in Lingle rejected the “substantially advance” test as one of takings. To even get to the takings question, the property owner either must concede the validity of the regulation, or a court must have concluded it was reasonable. Unreasonable regulations cannot be enforced, and this is a separate question of whether otherwise reasonable regulations result in a regulatory taking, a point Justice Kennedy has made in both condemnation and regulatory takings cases.

But Murr made this the central question in determining Takings Clause property, because the measure of the owner’s expectation is the “reasonableness” of the regulation. This unfortunately imports the merits of the takings question (has the property been taken?) into what is supposed to be the threshold question of “property.” Thus, in order to understand whether she even possesses an interest worthy of protection—and to survive the government’s motion for summary judgment and get to the trier of fact—the owner will need to convince a judge that her interest was taken. Which front-loads the ultimate question on the merits (which a jury should decide), as a legal question for the judge.

It is also a view of property as merely the product of statutes and regulations, because an owner’s expectations are mostly, in the majority’s thinking, shaped by the “human and ecological environment.” The majority also was worried that bright lines would encourage property owners to manipulate lot lines in order to avoid regulation or set up takings claims. Clear rules, in the majority’s view, would allow owners to game the system.

In that vein, a practical question. Would the case have turned out differently if the Murrs’ parents had not conveyed Lot F to their children directly, but had transferred their plumbing company (which owned Lot F) to the children instead, thus avoiding the common ownership provision in Wisconsin’s regulations? If so, that only highlights the difficulties in the majority’s approach. Should constitutional property turn on whether the Murr siblings acquired the lot, or their parents’ plumbing company?

But despite muddying the waters on the main issue, Murr at least cleared up one question: all eight Justices who considered the case rejected Wisconsin’s argument that state law alone governs the parameters of Fifth Amendment property interests. No member of the Court was willing to say that states have a
totally free hand to define and redefine property, and even the three dissenters’ reliance on state property law boundaries is limited to “all but the most exceptional circumstances.”

The Murrs, in the state’s view, must take the bitter with the sweet, and property owners should know about these and similar ordinances nationwide. But state law has never been the be-all, end-all answer to the question of what constitutes “property” as Wisconsin argued, at least as far as what is a compensable property interest in takings.

No Justice was willing to accept the view that state and local governments can freely define these interests without compensation. The Court has always suggested that property ownership is not one of those things completely subject to state definition or redefinition, and it doesn’t appear any Justice is ready to jettison those principles just yet.

VI. Later Developments

Two developments after the Court issued its opinion in Murr.

First, contemporaneously with Murr, the Court was also considering another case presenting the denominator issue. In Lost Tree Village Corp. v. United States, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit concluded the economic impact of the Corps of Engineers’ denial of a Clean Water Act permit for development of a single parcel should be measured against a single parcel, and not the parcel plus “a neighboring upland plat (Plat 55), and scattered wetlands in the vicinity owned by Lost Tree at the time the permit was denied.” The Federal Circuit concluded the focus of the denominator question should be on whether the owner treated the multiple parcels “as part of the same economic unit.”

After the Court of Federal Claims on remand concluded the federal government was liable for the taking of the stand-alone parcel and the Federal Circuit affirmed, the federal government sought Supreme Court review, asking the Court to hear the case together with Murr. Without comment, the Court denied review four days after issuing the opinion in Murr.

While a denial of certiorari is not usually indicative of anything, the fact that the Court did not grant the federal government’s petition and hear the case together with Murr (in which the federal government was already arguing as amicus curiae), or vacate the Federal Circuit’s judgment and remand for consideration in light of Murr, may indicate that that future takings litigants should take a hard look at Lost Tree’s “same economic unit” test, because the Court may do so.

Second, in November 2017, Wisconsin’s governor Scott Walker signed a bill which was introduced in the state legislature after the Supreme Court’s decision. The new law would allow the Murrs to transfer their undeveloped, “substandard” Lot E, which the family wanted to sell in order to fund improvements to their existing cabin on Lot F. While this addressed the plight of the Murrs and other similarly-situated property owners in Wisconsin, it obviously did nothing to clarify the Murr majority’s confusing set of factors for purposes of regulatory takings analysis, or aid owners in the other 49 states.

VII. Conclusion

Murr was a long time coming, and the Court has now addressed—however unsatisfactorily—the “denominator” and “larger parcel” issue that for so long had dogged the lower courts. Unfortunately, the majority’s approach likely will not clear up any of the doctrinal and practical confusion, and the question of what “property” an owner in a regulatory takings case possesses remains as vague as ever.
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